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Staff are able to physically guide, touch or prompt children in appropriate ways at the appropriate times. It 

is extremely important that you have read and understood this guidance to appreciate the reasons why we 

may choose to hold/touch children and the appropriate ways in which we do so.  

 

Why do we use touch?  

We may choose to hold children for a variety of reasons but in general terms we would normally do so for 

either comfort or reward. We may also need to physically touch, guide or prompt children if they require 

personal care, assistance with writing, eating, dressing etc.  

 

How do we use touch? 

Hugging 

At Thameside, we use a ‘Side Hug’. This is a sideways on hug, with the adult putting their hands on the 

child’s shoulders. This discourages ‘front on’ hugging, and the adult’s hands on the shoulders limits the 

ability of the child to turn themselves into you. This can be done either standing or sitting. 

       

 

Hand holding – Offering an arm 

We recognise that children sometimes enjoy being able to hold hands with adults around them. 

Handholding at Thameside is perfectly acceptable when the hand holding is compliant. However, if the 

hand holding is being used by an adult as a method of control to move children - without their compliancy - 

this can become a restraint. Therefore, in most instances, we encourage the use of ‘Offering an arm’. This is 

done by the adult holding their arm out and the child is encouraged to wrap their hand around the adult’s 
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lower arm. The adult’s other hand can then be placed over the child’s for a little extra security, if it is 

required.  

  

 

Lap sitting 

At Thameside Primary we actively discourage lap-sitting. Children should be taught to seek 

comfort/attention through other means, for example the ‘Side Hug’ or ‘Offering an arm’. If a child attempts 

to sit on your lap, explain to them that this is not what we do here, and ask them to sit next to you if it is 

appropriate.  

 

Positive handling 

There are necessary, purposeful occasions when staff will have cause to have physical contact with 

individuals for a variety of reasons, for example:  

 To comfort a child in distress (for example a side hug when they have been hurt) 

 To gently direct a child  

 For activity reasons (for example in drama, physical games etc.)  

Key principles for staff:  

 Physical intervention should be in the student’s best interest and should be conscious of the need 

to differentiate the attachment to staff from the attachment to key adults such as parents or 

siblings. Therefore, staff should not be asking children for hugs/cuddles and if children request a 

hug/cuddle, they should be reminded that ‘hugs are for home’ (unless this is specifically noted on 

their touch plan).  

Offering an arm  

 Hip in  

 Head away  

 Sideways stance  

 Arm is offered  

 Child accepts the invite  

 Draw elbow in for extra security 
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 Staff are to maintain professionalism in the workplace and model the fact that ‘hugs are for home’ 

and not hug each other in front of the children.  

 If a child needs physically comforting, staff will use a side hug. 

 Students should never be carried – in doing so, there is elevated risk of injury to the child and the 

adult. 

 Staff will only use restrictive physical intervention if the child is putting themselves or other in 

danger and there is no other reasonable option.  

 Staff will not use physical intervention to physically separate or ‘peel’ a child from their parent. 

However, a distraction, ‘side hug’ or offer a hand or arm could be used to encourage children to 

separate from their parents. 

 Staff will not force a student to go up or down stairs.  

 Staff will ensure that children are taught to ask their peers for consent before they take part in 

touch based activities such as peer massage.  

 

Physical contact with children should use either an ‘open mitten’ or a ‘closed mitten’.  

Open mitten 

 

Closed mitten 

 

Guiding and Escorting  
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Sometimes it may be necessary to guide children. All staff who have completed Team Teach positive 

behaviour training (click here for more information on Team Teach) have been trained how to do this in a 

safe way without putting anyone at risk. As stated above, staff not Team Teach trained will only use 

restrictive physical intervention if the child is putting themselves or other in danger and there is no other 

reasonable option. 

Touch Plans 

This policy is the plan for most children at Thameside. However, some children need a differentiated plan 

for touch e.g. those who require the use of a handling belt* or pupils with higher levels of sensory needs. 

Touch Plans are completed for children by the Assistant Head for Inclusion or Assistant SENDCo and are to 

be used consistently by staff who are in contact with that child. They are regularly reviewed. Touch plans 

may be written to be read alongside Physiotherapy or Occupational Therapy plans where appropriate, e.g. 

in the case of a physical disability.  

     

 

Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs) 

Some children at Thameside require PEEPs in order to ensure their safe evacuation from the building in the 

event of a fire. For some children this is because of a physical disability, for some because of a medical 

condition and for some because of a Special Educational Need. PEEPs will note the type of touch required in 

an emergency evacuation, e.g. leading by the hand for children with slower processing.  

 

Safe Working Practice 

At times, children may be in such crisis or distress that they hold you in a way that is not described as above 

(e.g. front on hug / lap sitting). If this should happen, please ensure that you have informed a senior 

member of staff to protect yourself. You may be asked to make a note of this. This will be in order to record 

 

What is a handling belt?  

*Handling belts are designed to 

be worn to facilitate safer 

transfers and movement of 

children who have medical 

disabilities.  

https://www.teamteach.co.uk/
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and monitor the amount of times the child is doing this to staff to identify whether this is a ‘controlling’ 

behaviour, or whether the child is displaying distressed behaviour regularly.  

Please note that although we have a touch policy, and believe that contingent touch can be a positive 

experience for the children, this does not mean you have to touch children. It should also be realised that 

some children will not want to be touched. Please respect this.  

Parents / carers will be made aware of this policy when their child is admitted to this school.  

If staff have any questions or would like further discussion regarding this policy, please speak to a member 

of the SLT. 

S Greenaway & C Harkins 

 


